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Critical Reading Activities for the Works of
Robert Cormier 2000

buddy walker is troubled by his parent s recent divorce and when harry
flowers suggests a prank he goes along just for opportunity to do
something different he doesn t realize that someone is watching when jane
jerome s house is trashed and sister brutally injured in a home invasion
she struggles to continue with her life as her family falls apart the
avenger has witnessed reckless evil he has killed before and knows that
he just needs to wait until the time is right before he can take his
revenge robert cormier once again sheds light on the conflict between
good and evil and the dark side of human nature in his classic style each
character s point of view is revealed invoking both sympathy and horror
while showing the complexities of the psyche

We All Fall Down 2013-03-19

this compelling new casebook is the first essay collection devoted to the
work of groundbreaking american author robert cormier written by a team
of international children s literature experts the volume offers a
variety of critical and theoretical approaches to the range of cormier s
controversial young adult novels the newly commissioned essays explore
the author s earlier best known writings for teenagers as well as his
later less critically examined texts focussing on key issues such as
adolescence identity bullying and child corruption recognizing cormier s
achievement this long overdue critical resource is essential reading for
anyone with an interest in his influential work and lasting impact on
young adult fiction

We All Fall Down, by Robert Cormier 2000

francis joseph cassavant is 18 he has just returned home from the second
world war and he has no face he does have a gun and a mission to murder
his childhood hero francis lost most of his face when he fell on a
grenade in france he received the silver star for bravery but was it
really an act of heroism now having survived he is looking for a man he
once admired and respected a man adored my many people a man who also
received a silver star for bravery a man who destroyed francis s life

Robert Cormier 2012-11-01

presents the life and writing career of the american author whose works
such as i am the cheese fade and we all fall down revolutionized young
adult fiction



Heroes 2013-03-19

sixteen year old miro had instructions to kill the bus driver immediately
they would then take the busload of children to the bridge and begin the
standoff artkin was miro s mentor the mastermind behind this act of
terrorism that would get the world s attention but artkin had told miro
that the bus driver would be an old man sixteen year old kate sometimes
substituted for her uncle and drove his bus when he was ill she even got
a special license to do so and she d always liked kids she wondered what
was going on when the van in front of her stopped but when the man and
the boy with guns forced their way onto the bus she knew her worst
nightmare was beginning

Robert Cormier 2005

beginning with the publication of the chocolate war in 1974 and
continuing throughout the entirety of his career robert cormier dared to
disturb the universe the moment jerry renault refused to sell his first
chocolate bar robert cormier began a life long career that would push the
boundaries of traditional young adult literature he would go on to prove
again and again that a ya novel could be both realistic and unflinchingly
honest and that fiction for teens could be great literature in this book
ya librarian and cormier biographer patty campbell explores each of
cormier s books for young readers from the boundary breaking modern
classic the chocolate war and the award winning i am the cheese to the
tender frenchtown summer and the shocking and disturbing tenderness
campbell s literary analysis illuminates why robert cormier has been
called the single most important writer in young adult literature and how
his work has touched generations of young readers hearts and minds daring
them again and again to disturb their own universe

After the First Death 2013-03-19

this award winning author worked as a newspaper reporter before writing
the chocolate war and i am the cheese two of the books most widely read
by young adults

Robert Cormier: Daring to Disturb the Universe
2012-02-29

discusses the life and works of wellknown author robert cormier

Robert Cormier 2013-11

two high school teachers and a middle school teacher offer ideas lessons
and assignments related to the study of robert cormer s works focusing on
the lesser known titles of tunes for bears to dance to heroes the rag and
bone shop frenchtown summer and after the first death



Presenting Robert Cormier 1989

literary critics and authors have long argued about the importance or
unimportance of an author s relationship to readers what can be said
about the rhetorical relationship that exists between author and reader
how do authors manipulate character specifically to modulate the
emotional appeal of character so a reader will feel empathy awe even
delight in at arm s length a rhetoric of character in children s and
young adult literature mike cadden takes a rhetorical approach that
complements structural affective and cognitive readings the study offers
a detailed examination of the ways authorial choice results in emotional
invitation cadden sounds the modulation of characters along a continuum
from those larger than life and awe inspiring to the life sized and
empathetic down to the pitiable and ridiculous and all those spaces
between cadden examines how authors alternate between holding the young
reader at arm s length from and drawing them into emotional intensity
this balance and modulation are key to a rhetorical understanding of
character in literature film and television for the young written in
accessible language and of interest and use to undergraduates and
seasoned critics at arm s length provides a broad analysis of stories for
the young child and young adult in book film and television throughout
cadden touches on important topics in children s literature studies
including the role of safety in children s media as well as character in
multicultural and diverse literature in addition to treating traditional
works he analyzes special cases forms including picture books verse
novels and graphic novels and modes like comedy romance and tragedy

Teaching the Selected Works of Robert Cormier
2007

a study guide for robert cormier s the chocolate war excerpted from gale
s acclaimed novels for students this concise study guide includes plot
summary character analysis author biography study questions historical
context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature
project trust novels for students for all of your research needs

At Arm’s Length 2021-06-28

this brilliant series now includes new editions of 17 top titles full
colour a4 format to meet the changing needs of gcse students written by
gcse examiners and teachers to give all students an expert understanding
of the text they include an invaluable exam skills section with essay
plans sample answers and expert guidance on understanding exam questions
to show students what they need to do to reach their potential a wealth
of useful content including key quotes checklists study tips and short
activities to help students revise effectively the widest coverage with
in depth analys



A Study Guide for Robert Cormier's The Chocolate
War 2015-09-24

a study guide for robert cormier s i am the cheese excerpted from gale s
acclaimed novels for students this concise study guide includes plot
summary character analysis author biography study questions historical
context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature
project trust novels for students for all of your research needs

York Notes for GCSE: Heroes Kindle edition
2013-09-16

macquarie revision guides is a series of study aids written and
recommended by teachers in nsw each guide presents a clear and up to date
review of coursework and skills needed to do well in exams students
tutors teachers and parents will find the practical approach of this
series an essential support to the competitive final years of school
study

A Study Guide for Robert Cormier's "I Am the
Cheese" 2016-06-29

analyzes homosexual characters from ya novels published between 1969 and
1982 aiming to assess their literary quality and determine if their image
of homosexual characters is negative

Macquarie Guide: HSC English Physical Journey
2007-11-10

this book provides step by step procedures student hand outs and samples
of student work

Homosexual Characters in YA Novels 1992

explore robert cormier s writings for young adults

English Teacher's Guide to Performance Tasks and
Rubrics 2013-11-12

an eclectic multidisciplinary collection that explores the representation
of war and its aftereffects in children s books and documentary film
brings together internationally known contributors to examine the ongoing
influence of violence and war on children s literature by studying the
childhood experiences of authors writing for children the children
represented in war stories and the experiences of children who make up



the stories readership from publisher description

After the First Death 1979

a bus load of children held hostage by terrorists is at the heart of this
novel the background is the hearts and minds of those drawn into the web
of deceit and intrigue surrounding this intrigue characters include the
16 year old terrorist miro a boy with no past and no future

Robert Cormier 2006

explores the chocolate war through the lens of peer pressure

Heroes, Robert Cormier 2006

easy to use in the classroom or as a tool for revision the oxford
literature companions provide student friendly analysis of a range of
popular set texts each book offers a lively engaging approach to the text
covering context language characters and themes with clear advice for
assessment examples of questions and annotated sample answers this guide
covers heroes by robert cormier

Under Fire 2008

a burgeoning literature for young adult readers exists yet much of it
depicts a despairing disillusioned world telling tales of teenagers
suffering from family breakdown violence peer pressure sexual abuse and
even suicide but such bleakness need not translate into depression and
fear for vulnerable adolescents when we look at ya fiction form another
perspective what may emerge is a literature of great power an
authenticity julia kristeva argues that so long as human beings have love
we have hope taking up this theme martha westwater reads six ya novelists
aidan chambers robert cormier kevin major jan mark katherine paterson and
patricia wrightson through kristevan theory to find a glimmer of hope
amidst our cultural crises a welcome addition to the undeservedly sparse
literature on young adult fiction publisher s description

After the First Death 1998

unique in its coverage of contemporary american children s literature
this timely single volume reference covers the books our children are or
should be reading now from board books to young adult novels enriched
with dozens of color illustrations and the voices of authors and
illustrators themselves it is a cornucopia of delight 23 color 153 b w
illustrations



Peer Pressure in Robert Cormier's The Chocolate
War 2009-08-18

originally a part of lancaster leominster s first house was built in 1725
by gershom houghton by the mid 1800s leominster had become an industrial
center the comb making industry begun in obadiah hills kitchen in 1775
dominated 18th century work life by the time leominster became a city in
1915 visionaries like bernard doyle and samuel foster were developing
tools and techniques that would revolutionize the plastics industry which
commanded the 20th century leominster is known today as the pioneer
plastic city and the plastic industry still provides the foundation of
the city s economy leominster the first comprehensive town history in
over 100 years shows the evolution of the town from the late 19th century
to the present by contrasting historic photographs and illustrations with
contemporary photographs within these pages we meet local characters like
buckskin sam noted fivecent and dime novelist joseph palmer the man
persecuted for wearing a beard and john chapman better known as johnny
appleseed on this visual tour we also visit a variety of the town s
residents viewing scenes that illustrate their daily lives as well as
their trials and triumphs

Oxford Literature Companions: Heroes 2015-07-30

on a bridge in new england schoolchildren are being held hostage and
drawn into the intrigue are the sixteen year old terrorist miro the young
bus driver named kate and fifteen year old ben whose father the general
heads a secret government agency

Giant Despair Meets Hopeful 2000-04

the book focuses on individuals writing in the 90s but also includes 12
classic authors e g mark twain louisa may alcott j r r tolkien who are
still widely read by teens it also covers some authors known primarily
for adult literature e g stephen king and some who write mainly for
middle readers but are also popular among young adults e g betsy byars an
affordable alternative to multivolume publications this book makes a
great collection development tool and resource for author studies it will
also help readers find other books by and about their favorite writers

Children's Books and Their Creators 1995

most teens already know what wealth and just plain fun books contain what
is sometimes missing is the encouragement to make time for reading in the
middle of a busy life getting excited about books is contagious and so is
the reading habit the whole family needs all the encouragement it can get
especially teenagers read for your life is more than inspiration to read
gladys hunt discusses how to read a book what makes a good book what
questions to ask and how to discern between good better and best she has



a way of making you want to read while helping you to make the most of
the opportunity to help you choose what to read barbara hampton has
reviewed more than 300 books her recommendations run the gamut from
classics like a tale of two cities to contemporary fiction like a ring of
endless light from literary greats like sir arthur conan doyle and alan
paton to moderns like katherine paterson and chaim potok the book
contains pointers on becoming a more perceptive reader tips on how to
enjoy poetry fantasy and fiction an annotated list of over 300 book
recommendations hundreds of plot synopses a complete index to authors and
titles

Leominster 1999-06

children s literature continues to be one of the most rapidly expanding
and exciting of interdisciplinary academic studies of interest to anyone
concerned with literature education internationalism childhood or culture
in general the second edition of peter hunt s bestselling international
companion encyclopedia of children s literature offers comprehensive
coverage of the subject across the world with substantial accessible
articles by specialists and world ranking experts almost everything is
here from advanced theory to the latest practice from bibliographical
research to working with books and children with special needs this
edition has been expanded and includes over fifty new articles all of the
other articles have been updated substantially revised or rewritten or
have revised bibliographies new topics include postcolonialism
comparative studies ancient texts contemporary children s rhymes and
folklore contemporary comics war horror series fiction film creative
writing and crossover literature the international section has been
expanded to reflect world events and now includes separate articles on
countries such as the baltic states the czech and slovak republics iran
korea mexico and central america slovenia and taiwan

After the First Death 1979

upon publication anita silvey s comprehensive survey of contemporary
children s literature children s books and their creators garnered
unanimous praise from librarians educators and specialists interested in
the world of writing for children now the essential guide to children s
books and their creators assembles the best of that volume in one handy
affordable reference geared specifically to parents educators and
students this new volume introduces readers to the wealth of children s
literature by focusing on the essentials the best books for children the
ones that inform impress and most important excite young readers updated
to include newcomers such as j k rowling and lemony snicket and to cover
the very latest on publishing and educational trends this edition
features more than 475 entries on the best loved children s authors and
illustrators numerous essays on social and historical issues thirty
personal glimpses into craft by well known writers illustrators and
critics and invaluable reading lists by category the essential guide to
children s books and their creators summarizes the canon of contemporary



children s literature in a practical guide essential for anyone choosing
a book for or working with children

The 100 Most Popular Young Adult Authors
1997-10-15

this practical methods book provides future middle and high school
english teachers with the direction they ll need to choose adolescent
literature and to develop ideas for teaching it using a highly effective
conversational tone the book provides the latest information about young
adult literature in a short concisely written classroom oriented format
the authors show the busy english teacher how to accomplish four
important teaching goals including life long reading reader response
teaching the classics and reaching a diverse student population new
expanded section on organizing literature chapter 6 provides literature
suggestions to incorporate its use in content area courses new updated
chapters on diversity and media in young adult literature chapters 8 and
9 provides readers with information about the most current young adult
literature and contains ready made media activities that can be taken
directly into the classroom new three appendices designed to make the
text as useful and accessible as possible provides general teaching
information and supplements the young adult literature information given
in the text new statements from young adult authors designed to provide
additional information and insight into reading and writing so that
readers can better understand the importance of young adult literature
from the point of view of various authors

Read for Your Life 1992

this book is about the implications of novels for young readers that tell
their stories by alternating between different narrative lines focused on
different characters it asks if you make sense of fiction by identifying
with one main character how do you handle two or more of them do novels
with alternating narratives diverge from longstanding conventions and
represent a significant change in literature for young readers if not how
do these novels manage to operate within the parameters of those
conventions this book considers answers to these questions by means of a
series of close readings that explore the structural educational and
ideological implications of a variety of american british canadian and
australian novels for children and for young adults

International Companion Encyclopedia of
Children's Literature 2004-08-02

this resource provides a user friendly process for creating a curriculum
year overview that meets standards includes developed curriculum maps
blank templates and more



The Essential Guide to Children's Books and
Their Creators 1993

publisher description

Literature for Today's Young Adults 2006

with 140 fewer pages than the fourth edition the fifth obviously has been
tightened it s partly in the format with narrower margins and less white
space otherwise some text has been rephrased or rearranged and topics for
example adolescent psychology given shorter shrift coverage of holocaust
literature has been expanded and discussion of problem novels improved
sports books have been dumped in with humor movies and other stuff
including humorous poetry which it seems the authors feel is the only
kind teens read for pleasure other types of poetry as well as short
stories and drama are relegated to the english classroom coverage of
which has been enlarged the chapter on sf and fantasy is good on
historical aspects but weak on today s writers a short list of internet
listserves and sites has been incorporated as part of using ya literature
in the library once again updating of appendixes seems spotty
nevertheless this is useful as a resource for youth librarians and a tool
for teaching ya literature sally estes

Using Young Adult Literature in the English
Classroom 2017-04-17

Alternating Narratives in Fiction for Young
Readers 2006-12-07

Curriculum Mapping 2007

Encyclopedia of Children, Adolescents, and the
Media 1997

Literature for Today's Young Adults 1997

Scott Foresman Literature and Integrated Studies
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